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• In recent weeks, the Kremlin appears to have been 
deploying a campaign of ‘strategic disinformation’ in 
relation to the purported CBRN threat from Ukraine. 

• In the past, this has seen Moscow making public 
assertions about what it fears before then going on 
to stage false flag operations that ‘realise’ those fears, 
thereby legitimising its intended  
(and previously concealed) policies and agenda. 

• While US intelligence sources have been reporting 
that Russia plans to deploy CBRN weapons (or a 
CBRN-related false flag operation) in Ukraine, new 
ExTrac data shows that Moscow’s communications 
around the potential for this to happen have been 
establishing a more permissive attitude towards 
CBRN usage among pro-Kremlin communities online.

New analysis from ExTrac indicates that recent 
pronouncements from Moscow about the Kremlin’s 
‘concerns’ around the use of chemical, biological, radiological 
and nuclear (CBRN) weapons systems in Ukraine are having 
a direct and sustained impact on the pro-Russia information 
landscape. 

Since late 2021, ExTrac has been collecting historic and 
real-time data from pro-Kremlin feeds on Telegram with a 
view to tracking perceptions of the war among Putin-aligned 
communities on- and offline. In February, we detected a 
protracted surge of inauthentic behaviour across these feeds 
that directly precipitated, by exactly one week, the invasion 
of Ukraine. While, overall, levels of activity in the pro-
Russia ecosystem on Telegram have been declining in recent 
weeks, we have seen a similar, albeit more nuanced, dynamic 
emerge in the context of Ukraine’s alleged CBRN ‘threat.’ 

Since late February—after it became clear that the invasion 
of Ukraine was not going to be as straightforward as the 
Kremlin had predicted—senior officials in the Russian 
government have been repeatedly making references to 
CBRN in Ukraine. On 27 February, Putin put Russia’s 
nuclear deterrence forces on high alert and, a few days 
later on 2 March, the head of the Russian SVR, Sergei 
Naryshkin, accused Ukraine of illicitly developing nuclear 
weapons. At the same time, Russian officials began speaking 
of their concerns about Ukraine’s alleged nascent chemical 
and biological capabilities. These collective capabilities, 
which are now being touted as a justification for Russia’s 
continuation of the invasion, are being framed as an 
imminent danger to global security. 

The Kremlin’s pronouncements have not just been about 
contesting the international consensus that its invasion of 
Ukraine is illegal. Rather, and potentially more importantly, 
they have also been a way for it to deliberately and directly 
curate the nature of the discourse on the war among its 
proponents. 

While Ukraine’s allies may dismiss the claims around 
CBRN as ‘laughable,’ when considered in the context 
of communities that are explicitly supportive of Russia’s 
invasion, they are both impactful and effective as strategic 
communications. By introducing this new CBRN dimension 
to its war, the Kremlin has in a matter of days created a 
more permissive information environment to enable the 
potential deployment of false flag CBRN-related operations. 
By raising the spectre of their use by Ukraine, it has 
developed conditions under which it can deny responsibility 
for, or even justify, its future deployment of CBRN 
capabilities, whether covert or otherwise. 
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ExTrac analytics demonstrate precisely how this strategic 
disinformation campaign has been panning out. To track it, 
we have visualised the frequency with which CBRN-related 
terms have been referenced by pro-Kremlin voices over the 
course of the last year. To do this, we ran targeted keyword 
searches against the more-than-three million posts ExTrac 
has ingested from pro-Kremlin feeds on Telegram since Q4 
2021. 

Figures 1 to 3 show that, after they were first mentioned 
by Russian officials in the context of Ukraine at the end of 
February and beginning of March, references to the words 
‘nuclear,’ ‘biolaboratory,’ and ‘chemical’ across pro-Kremlin 
Telegram feeds immediately surged. 

Posts including the word ‘биолаборатория’ 
(‘biolaboratory’), for example, increased by a factor of more 
than four hundred after the Kremlin’s claim that it was 
targeting bioweapons facilities at the end of February.

Similarly, the term ‘ядерный’ (‘nuclear’), which in the year 
up to 24 February had been posted around three times a 
day on average on pro-Kremlin feeds, was used between 
five and ten times more regularly after Putin raised the 
spectre of nuclear war days after the invasion started. 

DATA

Figure 2. References to ‘ядерный’ (‘nuclear’) since January 2021.

Figure 1. References to ‘биолаборатория’ (‘biolaboratory’) since January 2021.
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As for the term ‘АЭС’ (‘nuclear plant’), references to 
it increased fifty-fold in the week that followed Russia’s 
incursion into Ukraine. Given last week’s reports from the 
Ukrainian government that Russian was planning a false flag 
at Chernobyl, this surge is particular cause for concern.

Critically, in the days that followed their initial introduction 
into the pro-Russia comms landscape, these same 
keywords—which, prior to the Kremlin’s calculated use of 
them, were posted rarely or not at all—continued to be in 
frequent use, indicating that they had become part of the 
pro-Kremlin narrative around the invasion of Ukraine.

Figure 3. References to ‘АЭС’ (‘nuclear plant’) since January 2021.
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Figure 4. Pro-Kremlin feed 
posts about purported 
bioweapons experimentation 
in Ukraine.

Figure 5. Appeal for information 
about possible nuclear terrorist 
attack plots against Russia.
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To date, Russian strategic communications activities in the 
context of Ukraine have generally been framed as lacking or 
at best lacklustre. 

While that may be true of its efforts to sway critics, the 
same cannot be said of its activities among audiences 
that are supportive of the invasion. The Kremlin’s recent 
utterances around CBRN are a microcosm for its broader 
reliance on the doctrine of ‘strategic disinformation,’ which 
has seen it repeatedly making public assertions about what 
it fears before then going on to stage false flag operations 
that ‘realise’ those fears, thereby legitimising its intended 
(and previously concealed) policies and agenda. 

On that basis, the Kremlin’s systematic and sustained 
effort to artificially inject the CBRN problem-set into the 
discourse around Ukraine in recent weeks is major cause 
for concern. 

SIGNIFICANCE

Figure 6. Pro-Kremlin 
influencer alleging that Ukraine 
and its allies have been 
attempting to sabotage nuclear 
power plants now controlled 
by Russia.
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